SCHOOLS EDITION - ULTIMATE
ESSENTIAL CONTENT FOR TODAY’S
TE ACHERS AND STUDENTS

WHAT’S INSIDE?
HELP CREATE EXCITEMENT
AND CONFIDENCE WITH

DATABASES

TURN RESEARCH INTO RESULTS

EBOOK COLLECTIONS

MASTER COLLABORATION WITH

WORKFLOW TOOLS

EMPOWER™ SUCCESS

We believe every student should be inspired and
challenged to reach their full potential.
Gale Reference Complete provides subscription access to the largest package of primary and
secondary sources available to schools today.
Empowering users from primary to secondary, Gale Reference Complete offers high quality,
authoritative and unique content to improve student engagement, encourage collaboration, and
foster critical thinking at an affordable price to suit the needs of the school budget.

DATABASES
eBOOKS | GVRL PLATFORM
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GALE INTERACTIVE
Connect Gale students with the reliable digital resources they need to become better learners. With Gale databases,
students can access complete, curriculum-aligned content with favourites like Gale’s In Context suite, Gale: Interactive,
National Geographical Virtual Library and many more. Our databases help all students approach information with
excitement and confidence by incorparating the most up-to-date, easy-to-use technology for use in or out of the library
and classroom.

GALE INTERACTIVE: SCIENCE

GALE INTERACTIVE: CHEMISTRY

This popular resource includes more than 200 interactive
sessions, to move educators and students beyond static text
and toward essential, high-quality digital content. The added
benefit of interactive 3D models provides a complete learning
solution. Educational text and periodical content support the
curriculum and give further context to concepts in biology,
human anatomy, chemistry, and earth and space science.

The study of substances and how they interact, combine,
and change should be anything but static. Invigorate the
study of chemistry with Gale Interactive: Chemistry which
follows syllabus topics like the periodic table, molecules
and compounds, reactions, and chemical processes. Users
can dive deep into concepts with tools to zoom, rotate, and
explore interactive models. Clicking through each session
displays relevant reference content related to the image,
complete with cross-searching capabilities to locate the right
information. These powerful visual tools can be used for inclass demonstrations or help with homework and research
assignments.

bring learning to life.

GALE INTERACTIVE: HUMAN ANATOMY

Human anatomy is known to be a challenging subject
to master and teach, but traditional resources and lab
materials are often limited, making it difficult for students to
comprehend essential concepts. Now you can breathe new
life into the study of Human Anatomy with Gale Interactive:
Human Anatomy, an innovative learning aid that allows
students to examine virtual 3D dissections and immerse
themselves in interactive research.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIRTUAL LIBRARY
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIRTUAL LIBRARY: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE ARCHIVE, 1888-1994

“Mixed herds of Burchell’s zebra and wildebeest on the move in plains of Serengeti. Serengeti National Park, Tanzania. Photographer: Michael Nichols/National Geographic Creative.”

The National Geographic Magazine Archive, 1888-1994 is a comprehensive collection of articles and well-known photos documenting
life on earth, and what exists beyond our planet, through personal experiences. Students can access primary source material on
cultures, global events, nature, science, technology, and more from this iconic magazine.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIRTUAL LIBRARY:
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE ARCHIVE,
1995-CURRENT

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIRTUAL LIBRARY:
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: PEOPLE, ANIMALS,
AND THE WORLD

“Luis Marden/National Geographic Creative.”
“Adolescent elephants tussle amiably. Samburu National Reserve, Kenya. Photographer:
Michael Nichols/National Geographic Creative.”

This archive includes coverage of the most impactful moments across
the world since 1995, including innovations in science and technology,
the environment, and cultures of the world. Offer students access to
unprecedented research opportunities in geography, history, world
cultures, and many other disciplines.

This collection provides unlimited access to award-winning
maps, images, and video from National Geographic to attract,
engage, and inform students about the world around them.
National Geographic: People, Animals, and the World includes
full-text books on travel, science and technology, photography,
history, the environment, and more. Topics range from the
Islamic world, to alternative energy, to the habits of beluga
whales.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIRTUAL LIBRARY: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS

“Squirrel Monkey. Tim Laman/National Geographic Creative.” National Geographic Kids Featured Images.

National Geographic Kids engages young students and broadens their horizons with age-appropriate digital content that lets them
discover the world in entirely new ways. This database offers students complete run of the magazine from 2009 to the present as well
as books, videos, and images. High-quality informational texts are suitable for language arts, social studies, and science classrooms.

DATABASES
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GALE IN CONTEXT SUITE
INSPIRE LEARNERS TO BE ACHIEVERS
If you’re in search of current, essential, media-rich information, you’ll find it in Gale’s In Context family of online
resources. They offer a user-friendly and mobile-responsive portal experience that matches other Gale resources.
Eye-catching, engaging topical databases integrate trusted content with curriculum-aligned materials that span
core subjects to fully develop students’ future-ready skills. Incorporate these resources into your schools’ learning
management system to expand access and increase discovery from within the classroom. Add to that the power of
G Suite for Education and Microsoft Office 365 tools, which enable users to easily share, save, and download content.

GALE IN CONTEXT: BIOGRAPHY

“Early Photograph of Muhammad Ali.” UPI Photo Collection, 2010.

This collection provides students with context on the world’s
most influential people. Students can explore more than
620,000 biographical articles on international figures from
every period and area of study. With over 4,500 portal pages, it
merges Gale’s authoritative reference content with periodicals
and multimedia. Content includes more than 170 reference
titles, more than 320 periodicals, and videos, audio selections,
and images.

GALE IN CONTEXT: OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS

This cross-curricular product covers today’s hottest social
issues and supports science, social studies, current events,
and language arts classes. Informed, differing views help
learners develop critical thinking skills and draw their own
conclusions. More than 20,900 pro/con viewpoints and more
than 18,600 reference articles are included, making it a rich
resource for debaters. By downloading and installing the Gale
In Context: Opposing Viewpoints extension from the Chrome
Web Store, students can view authoritative results with a single
Google search.
— CROSS-SEARCHABLE WITH GLOBAL ISSUES IN CONTEXT —

GALE IN CONTEXT: WORLD HISTORY

Gale In Context: World History reaches back to the ancient world
and moves forward to today’s headlines to provide a chronicle
of the great cultures and societies that shaped history. Rare
primary sources, reliable reference, and multimedia content
help students gain context for a wide range of topics within this
vast subject.

GALE IN CONTEXT: SCIENCE

This engaging online resource provides contextual information
on hundreds of today’s most significant science topics. By
integrating authoritative, reference content with headlines
and videos, students see how scientific disciplines relate to
real-world issues, from weather patterns to obesity. Users
can explore millions of full-text articles from national and
global publications, over 200 experiments and projects, and top
reference content.
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GALE IN CONTEXT: HIGH SCHOOL

“3 0th Anniversary of the Space Shuttle Challenger (STS-51-L) Disaster.”
UPI Photo Collection, 2016.

Designed to reinforce skills such as critical thinking, this
product offers cross-curricular content. Gale In Context: High
School includes more than 150 reference publications, full-text
newspapers and periodicals, maps, hundreds of thousands
of images, videos, and audio selections as well as archival
materials from well-known sources like the Economist, the
New York Times, National Geographic, Newsweek, Popular
Science, Smithsonian, and more.

GALE IN CONTEXT: GLOBAL ISSUES

 uymen, Jim. “Thousands turn out for a May Day march and rally in support of
R
immigrant rights in Los Angeles.” UPI Photo Collection.

Designed to support global awareness, this resource contains
250 country portal pages and more than 450 pages on the most
important issues of the modern world. Gale In Context: Global
Issues includes more than 3,000 commentaries which provide
background and guidance on significant topics and empowers
students to critically analyze and understand information.
Content is continuously updated and includes more than 680
geographically diverse full-text newspapers, magazines, and
journals for a truly global perspective.
— CROSS-SEARCHABLE WITH OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS IN CONTEXT —

GALE IN CONTEXT: MIDDLE SCHOOL

Created specifically for young students, Gale In Context: Middle
School combines the best of Gale’s reference content with ageappropriate videos, newspapers, magazines, primary sources,
and much more. Categories cover a range of the most-studied
topics including cultures, government, people, U.S. and world
history, literature, and many more. Gale In Context: Middle
School provides engaging reference, periodical, and multimedia
content in language arts, social studies, and science. Young
school students will benefit from an interface that delivers
a combination of the highly visual design and navigation
preferred by younger users as well as the authoritative content
and user-focused tool set needed to support middle school
assignments and coursework.

GALE IN CONTEXT: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Gale In Context: Environmental Studies is an electronic resource
that focuses on the study of sustainability and the environment.
Topics include global warming, food safety, access to health
care, and the impact of economic development on
international relations.

I knew that it made a lot of sense to have Gale products
since students were using G Suite for Education.
Teachers were looking for current research material,
which In Context databases provided.
Trevor Foglesong
Librarian, Upland High School, Upland, CA

DATABASES
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LITERATURE RESOURCES

GALE BOOKS AND AUTHORS

Gale Books & Authors offers new ways to explore the endless possibilities and combinations of books, authors, genres and topics.
The ideal convergence of science and serendipity, this online resource leverages the Internet’s unique capacity to create, build,
communicate and sustain communities of readers.

GALE LITERATURE: LITFINDER

Gale Literature: LitFinder is an essential source of world
literature throughout time, containing works of poetry, short
stories, novels, plays, essays, and speeches from antiquity
to today. With this expansive resource, students can access
biographical sketches, work summaries, images, and a
glossary to help identify literary terms.

GALE LITERATURE RESOURCE CENTER

Gale Literature Resource Center is a research-focused literary
destination offering up-to date biographical information,
overviews, full-text literary criticism, and reviews on more than
130,000 writers. This resource supports a multidisciplinary
approach to studying humanities, information literacy, and the
development of critical thinking skills.
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ADDITIONAL DATABASES
GALE ONEFILE: CUSTOM

Gale OneFile: Custom includes 24,000 journal, periodical and news sources, with access to more than 2,300 major world
newspapers, and includes thousands of images, radio and TV broadcasts and transcripts.
With this package we are including 20 newspaper titles from a fixed list, below are some of the most popular titles:

New York Times

Daily Telegraph (London)

Financial Times

The Guardian (London)

KidsPost

Washington Post

Times (London)

Express Tribune

Arab News

GALE EDUCATORS REFERENCE COMPLETE

GALE ONEFILE: HIGH SCHOOL EDITION

This collection of more than 1,100 periodicals and 200
reports is a great resource for any educator—from the
school teacher and administrator to those studying in the
field at the collegiate and graduate level. Gale Educator’s
Reference Complete seeks to provide full text for titles in the
Eric database and covers multiple levels of education from
preschool to college, and every educational specialty—such
as technology, bilingual education, health education, and
testing. It also provides insight on issues in administration,
funding, and policy.

Gale OneFile: High School Edition is designed for school
students (12+ years old) and provides access to age
appropriate, authoritative digital content for classroom
assignments. Learners can research magazines, journals,
newspapers, and reference books covering a wide range of
subjects, from science, history, and literature to political
science, sports, and environmental studies.

DATABASES
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ADDITIONAL DATABASES
GALE ONEFILE COLLECTIONS

Gale OneFile: Communications and
Mass Media
Gale OneFile: Communications
and Mass Media brings together
information found in more than 400
journals. Nearly 3 million articles on
all aspects of the communications
field, including advertising, public
relations, linguistics, and literature,
meet the needs of researchers.

Gale OneFile: Popular Magazines
Gale OneFile: Popular Magazines provides
access to the most searched magazines
across the OneFile products. All of
the titles are selected based on actual
publication searches performed by
library patrons and the database includes
many titles recommended by Bowker’s
“Magazines for Libraries.”

Gale OneFile: Environmental
Studies & Policy
The Gale OneFile: Environmental Studies
& Policy is a digital resource that
answers inquiries about environmental
concerns with coverage of more than
5.4 million articles from more than
300 journals and book reference
content from Delmar, including
Soil, Science, and Management;
Introduction to Agronomy; Food, Crops,
& Environment; Fundamental Soil
Science; and more.

KIDS INFOBITS

Kids InfoBits is the perfect educational database for today’s young learners. It is a content-rich, easy-to use digital resource
featuring age-appropriate, essential, curriculum-related content covering a broad range of educational topics. Content includes
books, magazines, news, and multimedia content with more than 14,000 images, over 1,700 charts and graphs, and more than
600 videos. The visual design and simple navigation makes it easy for young students to explore content and gain comfort with
database searching.
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eBOOKS

TURN RESEARCH INTO RESULTS
How your users research is just as important as what they research. While other eBook platforms direct users to title
level results, Gale eBooks is designed to cross search all of your Gale eBooks to pinpoint relevant material. The result?
They spend less time looking for credible information, and more time diving into it.
Gale’s eBook platform, provides comprehensive support. Offer your users an award-winning, hassle-free eBook
experience —anytime, anywhere, and on any device.

WHY eBooks?
BEST PRACTICES FROM SCHOOL LIBRARIANS

86%

WANT TO LEARN
BEST PRACTICES

Despite their value, eBooks can be a challenge for
library collection management. School Librarians and
eBook experts outline three of eight best practices, and
examples, that can help to enhance collections and put
eBooks into wider use.

BEST PRACTICE #1:
PLAN YOUR ATTACK

76%

WOULD LIKE TO LEARN HOW
to encourage students to use eBooks

BEST PRACTICE #2:
SIMPLIFY TO SUCCEED

75%

THAT DO NOT CARRY EBOOKS
cite budget as the reason

BEST PRACTICE #3:
KNOW YOUR STUDENTS

75%

OF EBOOK PURCHASING DECISIONS
are affected by student interest

eBOOKS
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FEWER STEPS TO SMARTER RESEARCH

GALE eBOOKS

Below are some of the titles included.

Contemporary
Authors Gale ∙ 2018

Vol. 415: 9781410380326
Vol. 416: 9781410387127
Vol. 417: 9781410387134
Vol. 418: 9781410387141

Newsmakers 2018
Gale ∙ 2018
9781410323941

Encyclopedia of
World Biography
Supplement, 2nd
Edition
Gale ∙ 2018

Business Plans Handbook
Gale ∙ 2018

The Gale Encyclopedia
of Emerging Diseases
Gale ∙ 2018

The Gale Encyclopedia
of Fitness, 2nd Ed.
Gale ∙ 2018

42nd Ed.: 9781410338495
43rd Ed.: 9781410363411
44th Ed.: 9781410363428

Vol. 38: 9781410380760

9781410380784

9781410379764

Contemporary
Authors New Revision
Series†
Gale ∙ 2018

Energy: In Context
Gale ∙ 2018

Magill’s Cinema
Annual 2018
Gale ∙ 2018

Gale Enciclopedia de
la Medicina: Edición
Abreviada en Español
(Gale Encyclopedia
of Medicine Spanish,
Abridged)
Gale ∙ 2018

2 Vol.

Vol. 335: 9781410380203
Vol. 336: 9781410380210
Vol. 337: 9781410380227
Vol. 338: 9781410380234

9781410334640

2 Vol.
9781410380067

Immigration and
Migration: In Context
Gale ∙ 2018
2 Vol.
9781410338952

Legal Issues
Across the Globe
Gale ∙ 2018
1 Vol.

Countries of the World
& Their Leaders
Yearbook 2019
Gale ∙ 2018

The Gale Encyclopedia
of Pregnancy and
Childbirth
Gale ∙ 2018

Who’s Who Among
African Americans
Gale ∙ 2018

Worldmark
Encyclopedia of the
Nations, 14th Ed.
Gale ∙ 2017

Scholarships,
Fellowships & Loans,
36th Ed.
Gale ∙ 2018

Infectious Diseases
In Context, 2nd Ed.
Gale ∙ 2018

2 Vol.
9781410358509

5 Vol.
9781410338990

33rd Ed.: 9781410362858

9781410339010

3 Vol.
9781410364685

2 Vol.
9781410381316

WORKFLOW TOOLS

WORKFLOW TOOLS
As digital demands grow, meeting students and teachers in their workflow is the first step in connecting libraries and
classrooms. Our products are integrated with the tools and services that make collaboration seamless. Students and
teachers can easily search, save and share trusted digital content whenever and wherever they need it.
When users have an organised path to learning, their focus is on outcomes-not obstacles.
• Collaboration tools - integrated G
Suite for Education and Microsoft
Office 365 tools enable users to
share, save, and download content—
including highlights and notes
• On-Demand Translation - Content translation is available
in 23 languages and platform translation in 34 languages—
on-screen and read aloud.

• Optimized Content - responsive design fits the platform to
any screen size on any device.

• Citation Tools - integrated directly into the user’s
workflow, formatted citations can be easily imported from
single or multiple documents to services like EasyBib or
NoodleTools. MLA, APA, and Chicago-style citations are
supported.
• Topic Finder
- By grouping commonly occurring themes, this tool reveals
hidden connections within search terms—helping to shape
research by integrating diverse content with relevant
information.
Topic Finder enables students to discover new avenues
of study and teachers to demonstrate the many facets of a
complex subject, like fracking

• InterLink - This technology is unique to Gale. Expand
results on Powersearch with InterLink hyperlinks.

Researchers can see the frequency of
search terms within sets of content to
begin identifying central themes and
assessing how individuals, events, and
ideas interact and develop over time.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
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ONE STOP FOR SUCCESS
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR GALE RESOURCES

VISIT THE SUPPORT SITE
You’ve done your due diligence,
assessed your school’s needs, and
put Gale resources at your users’
fingertips. Now, let us help you
ensure your school maximizes its
investment.

Gale’s single stop for customer support provides access to tools for managing, using, and
promoting Gale resources. And, it’s all available at gale.com/uk/support
• Access product training with on-demand videos, live webinars, resource guides, and more.
• Drive more traffic to and improve discovery of your resources with Gale Pages.
• Download digital promotional items to raise awareness and usage of your resources.
• Reach technical support for all your account needs or review our helpful FAQ.

Visit gale.com/uk/support

Gale Reference Complete empowers the discovery of fresh insights and improved
outcomes for teachers and students. By providing quality research content,
powerful search technologies and intuitive platforms Gale Reference Complete
provides a powerful research experience for school libraries.

For more information or a free trial contact your rep
gale.com/uk/contact-your-rep

9780418289143

EMPOWER™ SUCCESS

